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Earthquake Magnitude Calculator for the 
AS-1 Seismograph 1

Lawrence W. Braile and Saptarshi Dasgupta, Purdue University 
 

SKIP TO CALCULATORS

    Introduction: 
            Magnitude is an estimate of the energy release or size of 
an earthquake. The estimates are calculated from the amplitude of 
wave energy on a seismograph adjusting for the magnification of the 
seismograph and the distance of the seismograph station from the 
earthquake. Click here for more details and examples of magnitude 
calculation using the AS-1 seismograph.   A detailed discussion about 
the different kinds of magnitudes can be found at the USGS site. 
            
 
 
 
 

1    Last modified November 11, 2004 
The web page for this document is: 
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/~braile/edumod/MagCalc/MagCalc.htm.  
The URL for an MS Word version of this document is: 
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/~braile/edumod/MagCalc/MagCalcDoc.doc.
Developed by Lawrence W. Braile and Saptarshi Dasgupta, Purdue University, May, 2003.  
Funding for this development provided by IRIS and the National Science Foundation. 
© Copyright 2003-4.  L. Braile.  Permission granted for reproduction for non-commercial uses.

http://www.iris.edu/
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/as1mag/as1mag3.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/bytopic/mag_int.html
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/MagCalc.htm
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/MagCalcDoc.doc
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This earthquake magnitude calculator is designed for the AS-1 
Seismograph. Specifications of the instrument can be found at 
web.ics.purdue.edu/~braile/edumod/as1mag/as1mag.htm.  The 
description and examples presented here are for the AS-1 vertical 
component seismograph and the AmaSeis Software. The AmaSeis 
program connects the AS-1 seismograph to a computer running 
Windows, provides a continuous seismic record on the monitor, and 
includes several display and analysis tools. The seismograph records 
shown here were recorded using an AS-1 seismograph at West 
Lafayette, IN (Latitude 40.484°N, Longitude 86.881°W).  Results 
of earthquake monitoring with an AS-1 seismograph and AmaSeis 
software, including epicenter-to-station distance calculations from S-
P times and magnitude calculations, are illustrated at: 
 web.ics.purdue.edu/~braile/edumod/MagCalc/AS1Results.htm. 

 

http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/as1mag/as1mag.htm
http://www.geol.binghamton.edu/faculty/jones/
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/AS1Results.htm
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AS-1 Seismometer 
  

    Things to know before using the Calculator: 

             The calculator needs three inputs to measure the desired 
magnitude. The user must supply the Amplitude (in digital units; this 
amplitude is converted by the calculator to microns of ground 
displacement using seismometer characteristics determined by 
calibration of the seismometer), the Period (in seconds) and the 
Distance (in degrees, geocentric angle). The terms are briefly 
explained here. For more details, please visit the links shown above. 

  

 

 
 

Epicentral Distance vs. Surface Distance 

 

http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/travel_times/
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 Click on the type of Magnitude to calculate: 
 

         Body Wave Magnitude (mb)
      Surface Wave Magnitude (MS)
      mbLg Magnitude - (1) 0.5°< D < 4°  (2) 4°<= D <30° 
                                    (D=Distance in degrees) 
 

Last modified March 14, 2006 
 

Download an MS Word version of the entire AS-1 Magnitude Calculator document
 
Download a folder (~2.4MB) that contains a version of the AS-1 Magnitude Calculator 
that can be run locally on your computer.  Last modified October 14, 2003.  The 
download files will be called MagCalcLocal.exe.zip.  It is a self-extracting executable 
file.  Double click to open and unzip (of you don't have a zip program, go to 
www.winzip.com where you can download a free evaluation version).  A folder called 
MagCalcLocal will be created.  After placing this folder on your desktop and opening 
the folder, double click on MagCalc.htm and you will be able to perform all the 
magnitude calculations without being connected to the Internet.  Of course to access 
links that are to Internet locations, you will need to be connected.  The folder also 
contains an MS Word file that includes the entire AS-1 Magnitude Calculator 
document (instructions and examples). 
 

    Body Wave Magnitude (25 deg < D < 90 deg, T~1-3 s) 

http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/mbcalc.htm
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/MScalc.htm
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/mbLg1calc.htm
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/mbLg2calc.htm
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/MagCalcDoc.doc
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/MagCalcLocal.exe.zip
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/MagCalc/MagCalcLocal.exe.zip
http://www.winzip.com/
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Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record showing the Iceland Earthquake. Fig. (b) 

Extracted seismogram for the Iceland earthquake showing the P wave and the 
surface waves. Fig. (c) Close-up of the P-wave arrival. Click on the image for an 

enlarged view and an example of the measuring the amplitude and period.  
 

Supply the first three inputs in the Calculator and click on <Calculate> 
to find the mb Magnitude. 

 

EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDE  

Amplitude  
Digital Units 

From AS-1/AmaSeis 

Distance  Degrees 

Period  Seconds 

Magnitude  mb 

      Calculate  Clear
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mb = log10(A/T) + 0.01*D + 5.9 (Compressional Body Wave (P-wave) Magnitude) 
defined by Gutenberg and Richter (1956) except that T, the period in seconds, 
is restricted to 1 to 3 s and A, the ground amplitude in micrometers, is not 

necessarily the maximum in the P group. D, the epicentral distance should be in 
the range 25° - 90°. Use only the following values of T : 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5 

seconds.  
 

Enlarged Views (Body Wave Magnitude) 

       
Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record (screen display) for the Iceland Earthquake. 
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Fig. (b) Extracted seismogram of the Iceland earthquake (6/21/2000) containing 

the P arrival and the surface wave arrivals.  
 

 
Fig. (c) Close-up of the P-wave arrival for the Iceland earthquake and example 

amplitude and period measurements.  
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Example: 

D = 44.23 degrees 
A = 48 digital units 
T = 2 seconds      
mb = 5.8             

          The official USGS mb magnitude is 6.1. Check to see that the 
calculator works with these values. 

 
Surface Wave Magnitude (20 deg < D < 160 deg, T~20 s)  

 
Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record of the August 4, 2000, MS 7.1 Sakhalin Island 
earthquake. Fig. (b) Extracted seismogram of the Sakhalin Island earthquake 
showing the P arrival and the surface wave arrivals. Fig. (c) Close-up of the 

surface wave arrivals. Click on the image for an enlarged view and an example of 
measuring the amplitude and period. 

 
Supply the first three inputs in the Calculator and click on <Calculate> 

to find the MS Magnitude. 
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EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDE  

Amplitude  
Digital Units 

from AS-1/AmaSeis 

Distance  Degrees 

Period  Seconds 

Magnitude  MS 

     Calculate  Clear
 

Ms = log (A/T) + 1.66 log D + 3.3 where A is the maximum ground amplitude in 
micrometers (microns) of the vertical component of the surface wave within the 

period range 18 to 22 s. T is the period in seconds. Use T=20s for the 
calculator. D is the distance in geocentric degrees (station to epicenter) and 20° 

<= D <= 160°. 
 

Enlarged Views (Surface Wave Magnitude) 

         
Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record showing the Sakhalin Island earthquake. 
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Fig. (b) Extracted seismogram for the Sakhalin Island earthquake (8/4/2000) 

showing the P wave and surface wave arrivals. 
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Fig. (c) Close-up of the Surface wave arrival for the Sakhalin Island earthquake 
and example amplitude and period measurements.  

 

Example: 

D = 81.08 degrees 
A = 48 digital units 
T = 20 seconds    

MS = 7.0             
          The official USGS MS magnitude is 7.1. Check to see that the 

calculator works with these values. 
  
 

mbLg Magnitude (0.5°< D < 4°, T~1 s) 
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Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record showing the June 18, 2002, mbLg 5.3 Evansville 
earthquake. Fig. (b) Extracted seismogram showing the Lg waves. Fig. (c) Close-

up of the Lg wave arrival.  
 

Supply the first three inputs in the Calculator and click on Calculate to 
find the mbLg Magnitude. 

 

EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDE  
Amplitude  

Digital Units 
From AS-1/AmaSeis 

Distance  Degrees 

Period  Seconds 

Magnitude  mbLg 

     Calculate  Clear
 

 
mbLg = 3.75 + 0.90 log D + log (A/T) for 0.5° <= D <= 4° (Body Wave 

Magnitude using the Lg wave) as proposed by Nuttli (1973) where A is the 
ground amplitude in micrometers and T is the period in seconds calculated from 

the vertical component 1-second Lg waves. Use only the following values of T: 1, 
1.5, 2, 3 seconds. D is the distance in geocentric degrees. The mbLg magnitude 

formula is primarily used for earthquakes at relatively small distance in 
intraplate regions such as central and eastern North America. 

 

Enlarged Views (mbLg Magnitude, distance 0.5o to 4o) 
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Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record showing the Evansville earthquake. 
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Fig. (b) Extracted seismogram for the Evansville earthquake (6/18/2002) 

containing the P arrival and the Lg wave arrivals. 
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Fig. (c) Close-up of the Lg wave arrivals for the Evansville earthquake and 

example amplitude and period measurements.  
 

Example: 

D = 2.59 degrees 
   A = 1250 digital units 

   T = 2 seconds     
mbLg = 5.0    

 
          The official USGS mbLg magnitude is 5.3. Check to see that 
the calculator works with these values. 
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Lg Wave Magnitude (4°< D < 30°, T~1 s) 
 

 
Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record showing the April 29, 2003, mbLg 4.9 NE 

Alabama earthquake. Fig. (b) Extracted seismogram showing the Lg waves. Fig. 
(c) Close-up of the Lg wave arrival.  

Supply the first three inputs in the Calculator and click on Calculate to 
find the mbLg Magnitude. 

 

EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDE  
Amplitude  

Digital Units 
From AS-1/AmaSeis 

Distance  Degrees 

Period  Seconds 

Magnitude  mbLg 

     Calculate  Clear
 

  
mbLg = 3.30 + 1.66 log D + log (A/T) for 4° <= D <= 30° (Body Wave 

Magnitude using the Lg wave) as proposed by Nuttli (1973) where A is the 
ground amplitude in micrometers and T is the period in seconds calculated from 

the vertical component 1-second Lg waves. Use only the following values of T: 1, 
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1.5, 2, 3 seconds. D is the distance in geocentric degrees. The mbLg magnitude 
formula is primarily used for earthquakes at relatively small distance in 

intraplate regions such as central and eastern North America. 
 

Enlarged Views (mbLg Magnitude, distance 4o to 30o) 
 

         
Fig. (a) AmaSeis 24-hr record showing the NE Alabama Earthquake. 
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Fig. (b) Extracted seismogram for the NE Alabama earthquake (4/29/2003) 

containing the P arrival and the Lg wave arrivals. 
  

 
Fig. (c) Close-up of the Lg wave arrivals for the NE Alabama earthquake and 

example amplitude and period measurements.  
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Example: 

D = 6.05 degrees 
   A = 770 digital units 
   T = 1.5 seconds     

mbLg = 5.3     
 

          The official USGS mbLg magnitude is 4.9. Check to see that 
the calculator works with these values.  
 
 

Using the AS-1 Seismograph and AmaSeis Software in the 
Classroom – Recording Earthquakes, Calculating 
Magnitude and Epicenter to Station Distance   
Lawrence W. Braile, Purdue University,  
braile@purdue.edu, http://web.ics.purdue.edu/~braile  

 
                                                           5 minutes 
 
January 22, 2003, M7.8, Colima, Mexico earthquake recorded on an AS-1 seismograph and 
AmaSeis software at West Lafayette, IN. Distance = 26.01 degrees.  Seismogram was filtered from 
0.001 – 0.1 Hz. 
 
 

 
Maintaining a catalog of recorded earthquakes is a convenient and educational exercise associated 
with educational seismograph operation.  Data entries require observation and analysis of 
seismograms, retrieving information from the internet and performing simple calculations. 

mailto:braile@purdue.edu
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile
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Continuous or short duration (several weeks or months) recording of earthquakes with an 
educational seismograph is an excellent component of an in-depth science experience that includes 
record keeping, mathematical calculations and opportunities for significant learning about 
earthquakes, seismology, plate tectonics and related Earth science.  Using the seismograph and 
recorded seismograms, students can “do science” using their own real data rather than just reading 
about or listening to descriptions of science.  Monitoring earthquakes requires the useful exercises 
of maintaining an instrument, good record keeping (see example of a portion of an earthquake 
catalog above), retrieving additional information on the earthquake from the Internet, and making 
consistent observations of data.  Over 3 years of experience with monitoring earthquakes with the 
AS-1 seismograph demonstrates that even in the relatively low seismicity Midwest or  eastern North 
America, frequent (mostly teleseismic) earthquakes are recorded  at relatively quiet sites.  Visible 
earthquake seismograms are present every few days and an event that produces a seismogram that 
can be used for magnitude or distance calculations occurs, on the average, about once per week.  
The AmaSeis software (developed by Alan Jones for the AS-1 seismograph with support from 
IRIS) is easy to use and provides several useful features and tools for archiving, viewing and 
analyzing data.  Exercises that use the recorded earthquake data include determining magnitude and 
epicenter to station distance.  Although the AS-1 is a relatively simple and inexpensive 
seismograph, the results of these analyses are reasonably accurate (see examples below) thus 
validating the students’ efforts and increasing the interest in learning.  Additional information about 
the AS-1 seismograph, AS-1 magnitude calculations and using the AS-1/AmaSeis seismograph in 
educational seismology is contained in the listed website. 
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Using the AmaSeis travel time curve tool to determine the epicenter-to-station distance from the S-P arrival times.  
January 22, 2003, M7.8, Colima, Mexico earthquake recorded on an AS-1 seismograph and AmaSeis software at West 
Lafayette, IN; Distance = 26.01 degrees. 
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Comparing actual and AS-1/AmaSeis S-P calculated distances.  N = 95; Standard Deviation = 2.29 degrees 
(April, 2006).  
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Comparing actual and AS-1/AmaSeis magnitudes (April, 2006).  The AS-1 magnitude calculations result in 
accurate magnitude determinations.    Standard deviations of the differences between AS-1 (single station) 
and USGS (average of many stations) magnitudes are similar to other (standard seismograph) single station 
uncertainties. 
MS Magnitudes: N = 116; Standard Deviation = 0.25 magnitude units. 
mb Magnitudes: N = 229; Standard Deviation = 0.27 magnitude units. 
mbLg Magnitudes: N = 27; Standard Deviation = 0.34 magnitude units. 
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Although we cannot calculate Moment Magnitudes (Mw or simply, M) from AS-1 seismograms, the mb, MS 
and mbLg magnitudes calculated from AS-1 seismograms provide reasonably accurate estimates of Mw.  
This figure shows the comparison of AS-1 magnitudes (mbLg, mb and MS) with USGS Mw magnitudes.  
 
 
Return to L. Braile’s Home Page
 

 
 

http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/

